Video: A Folk Tale About ວັດອິນແປງ
Multimedia Lesson Eleven

In this video, youíll hear a monk resident at ວັດອິນ

ແປງ in ວຽງຈັນ tell an oral version, from memory,

of the local folk tale explaining the supernatural

origin of the large Buddha image at the ວັດ. Diffi-

cult or unfamiliar vocabulary is presented in the list
below. ອິນແປງ means “built by Indra."

Once youíre familiar with the monkís version of the tale, you can try your hand at reading the
written version on the next page. Come to class prepared to compare the two versions and discuss the folk tale. Specifically, prepare answers (in Lao) to these questions:

1. What particularly colorful or fantastic event in the written version of the tale (next page) is
missing from the monkís oral version?

2. How is ພະອິນ (and how he comes down to earth) spoken of differently in the two versions?

Note: You can see me (height: 6 feet, 4 inches) about 30 seconds into the video, just so you can
get an idea of how large this Buddha image is.

Vocabulary from the monk's version of the folktale:

ວັດອິນແປງມະຫາວິຫານ

the official full name of

the temple

ພະພຸດທະຮູບ Buddha image
ສໍາເລັດ to succeed, to finish

ພະອິນທັງສອງອົງ the two incarnations of Indra
ເກດ

head, hair (used to refer to royalty, Buddha

images, and deities)

ປານ to estimate

ທັນສະໄໝ Lao Heritage Textbook—Chapter Four

ຊາວພຸດ Buddhist(s); "the faithful"

ສັກກາຣະບູຊາ the making of offerings

for merit

ພະເຈົ້າໃຫຍ່ອິນແປງ "the large Buddha image that Indra created" (note
the monk's "learned" [i.e. Thai]
pronunciation)

ຍຸກປາງນີ້ the present era
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The Origin of ວັດອິນແປງ: the Text Version
This version of the origin story of the ວັດອິນແປງ Buddha image is taken from a pamphlet
on the history of the ວັດ published by the Lao Government Printing House.

[The story then goes on to describe the actual physical building of the Buddha image by the three strange

holy men, which takes place over a three day period. This section has been removed here in the interest of
length.]

Selected Vocabulary from the first section of the story (above)

ພໍ່ພະຂາວ holy man, hermit
ນະມັດສະການ

greeting used when speaking

to monks or hermits

ຍາດໂຍມ respectful 2nd-person address
used by monks talking to lay people

ສັດທາສ້າງ faithful
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ອະນຸໂມທະນານໍາ join [in this glorious
act with you]

ເປັນອານມາກ plentiful, abundant

ຕົກສະເງີ້ປະຫຼາດໃຈ amazed and
astonished
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Selected Vocabulary from the Second Part of the Story (above)

ວັນຖ້ວນສີ່ the fourth day (the day following
the three-day period of creating the Buddha
image

ທາງທິດເວັນອອກສ່ຽງໃຕ້
ໜອງບຶງ

southeast

a pond, a small lake

ແຫ່ແຫນ to march in procession
ຊ້າບໍນ
່ ານ not long [afterward]

ລັບຫາຍໄປ to disappear

ສາຍຕາ line of sight, field of vision
ຜະຫຍອງ to rise up into the air

ຍອງໃຍເມກໝອກ fluffy little wisps of
clouds

ເລື່ອນລອຍ to drift, float

ລີລ
້ ັບ mysteriously

ທັນສະໄໝ Lao Heritage Textbook—Chapter Four
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Selected Vocabulary from the Second Part of the Story (continued from the previous
page)

ທ້ອງຟ້າ "the heavens" (the skies)
ໂມທະນາສາທຸການ

"a joyful amen"

ຕະລຶງພືງພືດ to be taken aback; stupefied; staring as if in a trance
ທະວິຄູນ to multiply; to increase

Selected Vocabulary from the Second Part of the Story (above)

ພຣະອິນ Indra

ພຣະພົມ Brahma

ເທພເຈົ້າເຫຼົ່າເທພາລົງມາສ້າງ "the ruler of the
angels told them to descend to earth and
build [the Buddha image]

ແປງ to build, construct
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ເຂັດຢໍາ efficacious

ທີເ່ ພີ່ງທີອ
່ ີງ to depend on, to take refuge
in

ຮົ່ມໂພຮົ່ມໄຊ an umbrella under which
one takes refuge (figurative: "an
umbrella for the soul")
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Selected Vocabulary from the Third Part of the Story, continued

ໄພ່ຟ້າ citizens

ປະຊາກອນ "the people"

ຕະຫຼອດມາ from that time on; forever

ຫຼັກ kilometer marker; colloquial way of describing distance (one ຫຼັກ = one kilometer)

ທ່າເດື່ອ site of a ferry crossing south of Vientiane across the Mekong from Nong Khai, Thailand,
to Laos. Formerly the only way to cross in that area for foreigners, since the opening of the Friendship Bridge itís only open to Lao citizens.

ແຄມບຶງ on the side or shore of a lake
ບັດນີ້ now
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